
SO GOOD,
IT’S SENSIBLE.
Sensible Hot Dogs is an innovative plant-based 
food company that has designed and developed 
plant-based meat food alternatives and intends to 
distribute and sell its line of plant-based hot dogs. 
The Company’s goal is to transform the consumer 
experience of plant-based eating and to prove that 
tasty foods can also come from less processed, 
natural ingredients.

LET’S GET SENSIBLE ABOUT 
UNSENSIBLE MEAT.

That’s why we’re reinventing the plant-based game through the humble hot dog. 
Sensible Hot Dogs is here to show that through tasty technology and smart sourcing, 

ethical alternatives can be delicious and nutritious.

We are starting off with 2 different styles of hot dogs:

CLASSIC HOT DOG
The “Classic” is inspired by the Game Day beef  
hot dog and just got upgraded to plant-based!

CHEESY HOT DOG
The “Cheesy” tastes like real cheese and uses  

the best plant-based cheese available.
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KEY MANAGEMENT

Public Exchange

Trading Symbol    
HOTD
Issued and Outstanding Shares    
52,300,000
Reserved for Issuance    
49,430,180
Fully Diluted    
101,730,180

For company documents visit
SEDAR
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PRATIK PATEL    
Chief Financial Officer
Pratik (Tiki) Patel, CPA has over fifteen years of 
experience as a senior accounting and finance 
professional, with expertise in integration and 
external reporting. His experience includes serving  
as Head of Finance at Bardel Entertainment and a 
Senior Corporate Accountant at WildBrain Studios.

SHARE
STRUCTURE SHAWN BALAGHI    

Chief Executive Officer
Shawn brings over 20 years of experience in the 
capital markets industry globally, holding key roles 
in finance, corporate development, and strategic 
planning. Previously, he has served as the CEO 
and CFO for several publicly listed companies 
and has worked closely with some of the largest 
independent auditing firms in Canada and the US. 
Shawn has raised over $300 Million in funding 
for several start-ups and has led them to public 
listings in Canada, the US, and Germany.
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